The DANCE chairs need to discuss something…
… about how new protocols are made …
You see, protocols start as just fledgling specifications unable to even DANCE
They must learn to play together nicely and interoperate.
Eventually specifications decide what they want to be when they grow up.
But to reach specification adulthood, they require testing to test usability and compatibility
The point where the chairs pester the WG…

Notes:
- Even if you've answered these questions before, do so again
- IE, some people have given longer presentations about some of these topics, say a sentence again anyway
- We're looking for commitments
Implementation questions:

- who has working implementations? client side? server side?
- what obstacles did you encounter that you can share?
The point where the chairs pester the WG about **interoperability**

Interoperability questions:

- who has had successful interoperability tests?
The point where the chairs pester the WG about deployment plans

Deployment questions:

- who has deployed DANCE in part?
- who is working on deploying now?
- who is planning on deploying in the future?
The point where the chairs pester the WG about the future

Future thinking:

- what pieces are missing?
- what are the next DANCE steps? (EG: EAP integration)

Any IETF-116 hackathon ideas?